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☛     Abrading: The technique of rubbing a stone against the patina on a basalt boulder, sometimes 
until it is smooth.

☛    Acequia madre: Main irrigation ditch.

☛    Adobe: The Spanish word for the mud and straw used to make a structure.

☛    Adapted: Changed or got used to a new situation.

☛     Agriculture: Farming. The raising and caring for plants and/or animals for food and/or other 
materials. 

☛    Amphibian: Vertebrate animal that lives part of its life in the water and lays its eggs in water.

☛    Anasazi: Navajo name for the Ancestral Pueblo people.

☛     Ancestral Pueblo: Ancient Pueblo people who lived from about 1200-1540 AD. Sometimes 
referred to as “Anasazi”, a term that is out of date. It is a Navajo word for enemy ancestor. The 
Pueblo people did not want their ancestors referred to as enemies. 

☛    Ancient: Very old.

☛    Ancient site: Place lived in or used by ancient people.

☛     Anthropology: The study of humans. There are four sub-disciplines: archaeology, cultural 
anthropology, linguistics and biological anthropology.

☛    Apprentice: A person who studies under a professional person to learn their skills.

☛    Archaeological site: A place where evidence of human activity in the past is preserved.

☛     Archaeologist: A scientist who studies ancient peoples and cultures by analyzing material 
remains such as artifacts and ancient sites.

☛     Archaic:  Ancient people or culture. The people who first started making petroglyphs on 
Mesa Prieta have been designated Archaic.

☛    Arid: Dry. An arid land gets very little rain. 

☛    Aspen: A type of tall, slender tree with light bark that grows in the mountains.

☛     Atlatl: Also called a spear thrower. A short stick which extends the length of the arm, for 
hunting large animals with a spear. First used by Paleo-Indian peoples before the develop-
ment of the bow and arrow.

☛    Barley: The seed of a cereal grass most often used to feed cattle or for cereal or soup.

☛    Barter: To trade for goods and services.

☛    Basalt: A type of dark volcanic rock formed from runny, non-viscous lava.

☛     Biological anthropology: The study and analysis of the biological characteristics of human 
populations and hominid evolution. 

☛     Bison: Proper name for the large mammals that lived on the Great Plains and are sometimes 
called buffalo.

☛    Bondad: Spanish word for kindness.
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☛     Bordo – levee: The bank that lines a river above an irrigation presa and helps keep the river 
from flooding.

☛     Braided stream: When a river is not channeled, small shallow river channels cross over each 
other 

☛     Cacti: Plural of cactus, a plant that usually has thorns and lives in dry places. 

☛     Camino Real de Tierra Adentro: A Royal Road of Interior Lands, one of which the Spanish fol-
lowed north to New Mexico from Mexico.

☛     Cap rock: Hard rock on top of looser rock and soil that prevents erosion below it.

☛     Card: To comb or clean wool with a special comb.

☛     Casings: Coverings or sleeves for sausages, often cleaned animal intestines.

☛     Ceremonial: Having to do with ceremonies which are formal acts performed for religious 
reasons.

☛     Cerro: Spanish word for hill. The shield volcanoes near Questa are called cerros.

☛     Chert: Type of flint rock that was often used to make arrow and spear points.

☛     Chronology: An arrangement of events in the order in which they occurred.

☛     Climate: Weather patterns averaged over many year; the average weather.

☛     Coelophysis: The first dinosaur and its bones were discovered at Ghost Ranch.

☛     Colonial: Spanish Colonial period, refers to the time period when the Spanish were starting 
settlements in the Americas.

☛     Comal:  Spanish word for smooth flat griddle made of sandstone, iron or pottery.

☛     Compass rose: Symbol indicating the four cardinal directions - north, south, east and west.

☛     Conquistador: a Spanish conqueror.

☛     Coordinates: The numbers and letters on the borders of a map that are used to locate a 
place on a map.

☛     Crop: Cultivated plants such as grain, vegetable or fruit.

☛     Cropland – Tierra de sembra: The fields where grains, legumes and other vegetables are 
grown.

☛     Cultural anthropology: The study of living groups of people.

☛     Curanderismo: A type of traditional Hispano or Native American healing.

☛     Cyclical: Moving in a spiral or circular path.

☛     Dam: An irrigation system structure built across a river to divert some of the water into a 
presa.

☛     Deface: Spoil or mar the surface or appearance of something.

☛     Deposition: the process of moving and depositing earth materials such as sand and rocks in 
a new location, thus building up that area. This process is part of erosion.
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☛     Devout: Religious, reverent.

☛    Dilemma: A situation where it is difficult to decide what to do.

☛    Dire wolf: Very large wolf that lived during the Ice Age.

☛     Distance scale: Diagram indicating the miles and kilometers between places and the relation-
ship to inches and centimeters.

☛     Diversion Dam - Presa: Irrigation system structure with head gates that allow diversion of 
part of the river water into the acequia madre.

☛     Dome: Rounded ceiling or roof, such as is found on an horno.

☛     Domestication: The process of developing of plants and animals that can be cared for by 
people and become dependent on people.

☛     Drought: A long period of very dry conditions.

☛     Dry Wash – Arroyo: A usually dry waterway that carries water towards the valley during the 
rainy season.

☛     Element: Individual petroglyphs on a panel.

☛     Entrada: The entry into or arrival at a place.

☛     Erosion: The process of taking away or removing something such as soil and rocks.

☛     Ethics: Beliefs and behaviors about what is right and wrong; a system of moral princi-
ples. 

☛     Evolve: To change slowly or develop something new, often related to a changing climate.

☛     Exile: To force someone to leave their native land.

☛     Expedition: A journey by a group of people who have a common purpose (e.g. Oñate’s expedi-
tion to settle in lands north of Mexico).

☛     Expulsion: The expelling or throwing out of someone out of a place.

☛     Extinction: The dying out of a species everywhere on Earth.

☛     Fall equinox: The day in the fall when day and night are of equal length.

☛     Fissure: A crack in the earth’s crust where lava spews out and flows like a river.

☛     Flicker: Type of woodpecker that lives in the bosque (cottonwood forest) along the Río 
Grande.

☛     Flood irrigate: To water crops with water from a river.

☛     Flood plain – esteros: Flat land next to a river where it sometimes floods in the spring.

☛     Folsom spear point: Type of spear point made by early people in New Mexico who were hunt-
ers and gatherers.

☛     Foothills – Cerros: The low round hills that are between the mountains and the grasslands 
(uplands).

☛     Furrows: Plowed grooves for planting rows.
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☛     Garbanzo: The Spanish name for chickpea, an Asian plant in the legume family. It has a large, 
edible seed in a small pod.

☛     Genísaros: Native people who were taken as slaves by the Spanish and later became free.

☛     Geologist: A scientist who studies the Earth’s crust and its processes such as rocks, miner-
als, soils, erosion, mountain building and volcanoes.

☛     Germinate: To begin to sprout or grow.

☛     Glaciers: Large, thick areas of permanent ice.

☛     Ghost town: Town that has been abandoned by the people who lived there.

☛     Graffiti: Scribbles, drawings or inscriptions made on walls, rocks or other surfaces without 
permission and violating personal property. Often considered to be vandalism.

☛     Grain: Dried seeds of a cereal grass.

☛     Grid garden: A farming method used by the Ancestral Pueblo people to grow corn and beans. 
It was a square that was lined with large stones.

☛     Head gate - Compuerta:  An irrigation system structure that can be opened to allow water 
from one ditch into another.

☛     Herb: A strong smelling plant that is used in medicine or seasoning.

☛     Highway - Carretera: A divided paved motorway for automobiles.

☛     Hispano: Related to Spanish or Latin American culture or language.

☛     Historic time period: Time period after the first Europeans arrived in what is now New 
Mexico, beginning about 500 years ago. 

☛     Horno: Outdoor adobe oven (beehive oven).

☛     Humble: Lowly, small in size, modest.

☛     Hummus: An Arabic dish made of mashed chickpeas, tahini, oil, lemon juice and garlic. Served 
as a dip with pita bread or chips.

☛     Hunter-Gatherers: People who harvest seasonally available plants and animals. Paleo-Indians 
were hunter-gatherers who traveled in search of food.

☛     Hypothesis: An educated guess or idea about a set of facts that can be tested by investiga-
tion.

☛     Ice age : A time in the Earth’s history when glaciers covered the northern part of North Amer-
ica, Europe and Asia. The last ice age extended from 2.5 million years to 10,000 years ago.

☛     Incising: The technique of using a sharp rock edge or piece of metal to make lines in a rock 
surface.

☛     Index of cities and towns: Alphabetized list of the names of all towns and cities that are 
included on a map.

☛     Inference: Conclusion made from observations.

☛     Inquisition: An office established by the Catholic Church in Spain to question people to find 
out if they were practicing other faiths and to convert them by force if they were. Some 
people such as Jews and Moors escaped to the New World.
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☛    Interglacial cycle: Time between Ice Ages when the climate was warm and dry.

☛    Invertebrate: Animal without a backbone.

☛    Irrigate: Provide water for crops.

☛    Jaras: The willows that grow along a river, stream or acequia.

☛    Kernel: The seed of a corn plant or other grain.

☛    Kiva: Ceremonial room in a Pueblo where people pray, do ceremony and practice for dances.

☛    Lather: Cover with a slippery substance such as mud.

☛    Lateral ditch: An irrigation ditch that carries the water from a large ditch to a smaller ditch.

☛    Latilla: Peeled sticks laid across vigas to form the ceiling of a structure.

☛    Lava dome: A steep sided hill of cooled, viscous lava that erupted from a volcanic vent.

☛    Legend: Symbols and their meanings that are used on a map.

☛    Legume: A plant of the pea family that has a pod that contains the seed(s).

☛    Linear: Moving in a straight line.

☛     Linguistics: The study of languages- how they change, how they are related to one another, 
and the relationship between culture and language. 

☛    Logo: A symbol that is often used by a business; short for logogram.

☛    Maize: Another name for corn. It is based on the Spanish word, maíz.

☛    Mano: The small, hand-held stone that was rubbed against the corn kernels on the metate.

☛    Mayordomo: The manager of an acequia system.

☛    Meander: Snake-like path of a river which forms as it moves over time across a flood plain.

☛    Mentor: A person who teaches another the skills of his/her trade.

☛    Metate: The flat, smoothed stone that was used for grinding corn.

☛    Mica: a shiny, flaky mineral that is found in some types of rocks and clay.

☛    Midwife: Woman who helps women give birth.

☛    Mileage table: List of distances between well-known destinations on a map.

☛    Miraculous: Marvelous, event caused by a miracle.

☛     Missionary: A person who attempts to convert others from their religion. Missionaries came 
to Mexico and lands north to convert the Indians to Catholicism.

☛    Modern: The time period after 1950.

☛    Molt: To shed feathers.

☛     Mulch: Protective gravel material placed around plants to prevent the evaporation of mois-
ture, the roots from freezing and the growth of weeds.

☛    New World: Name used by Europeans to describe the Americas.

☛    Noria: Spanish word for a water well or spring.
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☛     Observation: Recognition or noting of a fact or occurrence.

☛    Orchard – Herto: The place where fruit or nut trees are grown.

☛    Oxbow: The pond remains of a former river path which has an idland in the middle.

☛     Paleo-Indian: New Mexico’s earliest people were nomadic families who lived during the Ice 
Age and hunted large mammals such as giant bison, antelopes and horses.

☛    Panel: A group of petroglyph or pictograph designs, usually on a single rock  boulder.

☛     Panocha: A northern New Mexican food made with sprouted wheat; traditionally eaten during 
Holy Week.

☛    Pasture – Pasteo: The place where domestic animals graze.

☛     Patina: The dark coating that forms on rocks over hundreds of years in an arid climate. 
Sometimes called desert varnish.

☛     Pecking: The technique of using a hammer rock with a harder rock or antler to chip out little 
pieces of rock in order to create petroglyphs. Also refers to the marks made with this tech-
nique.

☛    Petroglyph: A design pecked, chipped, scratched or rubbed into a rock surface.

☛     Phiogeh: The Ancestral Pueblo village located in present day Los Luceros. The site has been 
destroyed to build houses.

☛    Pictograph: A design painted or drawn on a rock surface.

☛     Pleistocene Epoch: The geologic time period of the last Ice Age, between 2.5 million years and 
10,000 years ago.

☛    Pó?káy: Tewa word for strong water; also refers to the Río Grande.

☛    Posongeh: Tewa name for Río Grande.

☛     Post European Contact: The time period between the Spanish arrival in northern NM in 1540 
AD until 1950.

☛    Reign: To rule.

☛    Remedio: Remedy - the medicine that is made from a healing herb.

☛     Repatination: The return of patina over many hundreds of years which darkens the petro-
glyphs.

☛     Revolt: When people unite and rise up to defeat the ruling powers. (e.g. the Pueblo Revolt 
against the Spanish).

☛     Río Grande style: A particular style of petroglyph found along the Northern Río Grande drain-
age that was made by Ancestral Pueblo people. 

☛    River cobble: Medium size rock rounded by tumbling in a river or stream.

☛    River Forest – Bosque: A forest of cottonwood trees and shrubs along a waterway.

☛     Rock art: A misleading term for the pecking or painting of designs onto rock surfaces. It is 
believed that this was not an art form but was done for religious purposes.

☛    Room blocks: Rooms that are attached to each other, often in a line.
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☛    Sacred: Something that is considered holy and worthy of respect.

☛     Santa Fe Group: The formation of loose sediment deposited west from the Sangre de Cristo 
Mountains by the action of rain and streams.

☛    Santuario: Sanctuary, holy place where people pray.

☛    Scratching: The technique of penetrating the patina on the basalt with a sharp object.

☛    Sediment: Loose sand and gravel washed down through the process of erosion.

☛     Shield volcano: A volcano that is low in shape and spews out runny lava. The Hawaiian volca-
noes are shield volcanoes as well as the cerros that formed Mesa Prieta.

☛     Sign: A graphic shape or design that may warn or inform about something that one is ap-
proaching.

☛    Sobadora: A traditional massage therapist or chiropractor.

☛     Solar marker: Light, shadows and petroglyphs have been used by Native peoples to mark the 
change of seasons.

☛    Spewed: Spit out or thrown out.

☛    Spring equinox: The day, usually March 21st, when day and night are of equal length.

☛    Stream – Rito: A small river.

☛     Summer solstice: The longest day and shortest night of the year. On this day, usually June 
21st, the sun appears to change its direction and begin to rise each day a little bit farther 
south.

☛     Sun Watcher: A person who observes the movement of the sun through the year, noting the 
change of season, when it is time to plant and when it is time for certain ceremonies.

☛    Sustainable: Able to continue.

☛    Symbol: A graphic shape, design or object that represents a concept or idea.

☛     Tewa: The people of six Northern Pueblos (Ohkay Owingeh, Nambé, Pojoaque, San Ildefonso, 
Santa Clara and Tesuque) and many ancient Pueblos. Tewa also refers to their spoken lan-
guage.

☛    Teosinte: An ancient grass from Mexico that evolved into our modern corn.

☛    Timeline: A visual model of the events in chronological order.

☛     The Three Sisters: The three sacred domestic plants of Native people- corn, beans, squash. 
The term refers to the practice of planting corn, beans and squash together by Native Ameri-
can people.

☛     Tributary: Smaller river feeding into a major river. The Chama River is a tributary of the Río 
Grande.

☛    Tsimaha – Chimaja: A small wild parsley plant that grows on dry, rocky hillsides.

☛    Uplands/High Desert Grasslands – Llano: The lands between foothills and flood plain.
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☛    Vandalism: Willfully or maliciously defacing, tagging or destroying public or private property.

☛    Vertebrate: Animal with a backbone.

☛    Vessicle: A small air bubble or cavity found in gas-filled volcanic rocks like basalt.

☛    Vigas: Large beams used to support the flat roof of an adobe house.

☛    Viscous lava: Lava that is thick and slow moving.

☛    Volcanic vent: An opening in the Earth’s crust where magma and volcanic gases escape.

☛    Water outlet - Desagüe: The place where the water in the acequia returns to the river.

☛     Watershed - Linea divisoria de las aguas: The area containing all of the water sources, in-
cluding mountain streams and arroyos, that drain into a main river such as the Río Grande.

☛     Wheat: A type of cereal grass that originated in the Middle East. It is most commonly ground 
into flour for bread and pasta.

☛     Winter solstice: After December 21st, the sun appears to rest and its northward climb in the 
sky is first noticeable to the naked eye on Christmas Day. This is the first day of the new year 
for the Pueblo people. 

☛    Yerbera: An herbalist who knows which plants are good for healing and how to use them.

☛    Yucca: A desert plant with long, stiff sharp leaves.
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